City of Bellbrook

Resolution No. 2015-GG

A Resolution Declaring Specific Equipment No Longer Needed By the City of Bellbrook as Surplus Property and Authorizing the City Manager to Dispose of Said Surplus Property.

WHEREAS, the City of Bellbrook desires to maintain adequate equipment to be used by its personnel; and

WHEREAS, equipment no longer needed for use by City personnel may be declared as surplus property per Chapter 230 of the Bellbrook Municipal Code.

Now, Therefore, the City of Bellbrook Hereby Resolves:

Section 1. That the following equipment is hereby declared as surplus property:

2004 Medic – Ford E-450XL McCoy Miller (Serial #1FDXE45P74HA96628)

Section 2. That the City Manager is hereby authorized and directed to dispose of said property in accordance with Chapter 230 of the Bellbrook Municipal Code.

Section 3. That this resolution shall take effect and be in force forthwith.

______________________________
Robert L. Baird, Mayor

______________________________
Jami L. Kinion, Clerk of Council